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Cognitive Biases: Causes, Effects, and Implications for Effective
Messaging
“What we’ve got here is failure to communicate.”
Cool Hand Luke

Background

Humans have developed several adaptations to
address these cognitive limitations, including
heuristics and other mental shortcuts that

facilitate survival by enabling more efficient
processing of information from the environment.
Unfortunately, these same shortcuts hardwire
biases into our thinking and communication,
which render messaging efforts ineffective and
open to manipulation by adversaries seeking to
mislead or confuse. These cognitive biases can
lead to inaccurate judgments and poor decisionmaking that could trigger either unintended
escalation or failures to identify threats in a
timely manner. Understanding sources and types
of cognitive bias can help minimize
miscommunication and inform development of
better strategies for responding to adversary
attempts to leverage these biases to their
advantage (see Figure 1 for an overview of bias
during the communication process).
INTENTIONALITY and
SOURCE of Bias

Initial
Conditions
The world is
complicated, and
information is both
vast and imperfect.
We are often in a
hurry, and human
cognition is limited.

Unintentional

Adaptation
Use of
heuristics
and other
shortcuts
for
survival

Distortion of
message on
ENCODING

Effect of Bias
Info search

Info framing

Cognitive Bias
in the
communicator

Info
weighting
Intentional

Distortion of
message on
DECODING

Why do we
care?

Result
Ineffective communication

In the current environment of contested norms,
increasing great power competition, and rapid
technological change, protecting and furthering
US interests requires the ability to compete
effectively in the information environment (IE). In
recent years, the IE has seen the proliferation of
actors, channels of communication, and
messages. To compete in this crowded and
contested environment, we must be able to
communicate effectively. Yet, the IE is
complicated, available information is often vast
and imperfect, time is constrained, and
additionally, we are limited by our own cognitive
capacity.

Info
interpretation

Inaccurate judgments,
poor decisions,
misunderstandings

Figure 1: Bias during the communication process—from initial conditions to why it matters
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Human beings have two basic ways of processing
information1 (Chaiken, 1987; Kahneman, 2011;
Lieberman, 2007; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986;
Stanovich, 1999). One way is through deliberative
logical reasoning, which requires a significant
amount of high-quality information, is costly in
terms of cognitive processing, and thus is rarely
used. The other way is more heuristic-based and
also influenced by emotional and moral motives,
as well as social influences (Hilbert, 2012).2
Heuristic-based processing3 is largely adaptive—
enabling people to efficiently process large
amounts of information and simplify their
judgments (Gigerenzer, 2008; Gigerenzer et al.,
2011; Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999; Haselton et al.,
2009; Kahneman, 2011). However, the use of
heuristic-based processing or mental shortcuts
can also make people vulnerable to certain
cognitive traps, or biases, when these shortcuts
result in incorrect inferences about the world
(Kahneman, 2011; Tversky & Kahneman, 1986).
As illustrated in Figure 1 above, these cognitive
biases can be invoked either intentionally or
unintentionally, have a multitude of effects on
information processing, and thus impact the
overall effectiveness of communication.
Specifically, when it creates distortion4 either
during message encoding by the sender (i.e.,
translating ideas into communication) or during
message decoding by the recipient (i.e.,
translating communication into ideas), cognitive
bias can result in ineffective communication.

Moreover,
when
triggered
during
communication, cognitive biases may reinforce
one another. For example, failure to recognize
that multiple perspectives exist may cause us to
make erroneous inferences about others—
making it more likely that communication will go
awry. Such ineffective communication may
reinforce certain cognitive biases (e.g., bolstering
negative beliefs about a communicator or group),
which increases the likelihood of further
distortion. Becoming more aware of our biases
and how they affect communication is an
important first step in interrupting this chain
reaction. Toward that end, the remainder of this
paper will focus on exploring the items in the
colored boxes in Figure 1.

Types of Bias
A review of relevant academic and professional
literatures can return lists of several dozen to
several hundred types of cognitive bias (e.g.,
Dixon, 2019; Baron, 2007, as cited in Hilbert,
2012). As our emphasis here is on understanding
what makes communication effective in the IE (as
conceptualized in the Department of Defense’s
doctrine, Joint Concept for Operating in the
Information Environment [JCOIE]), we focus on a
subset of the most relevant biases. The objective
is two-fold: to aid planners and decision makers
in 1) recognizing, and thus being able to counter,
the intentional exploitation of cognitive biases to
persuade populations; and 2) knowing which

A comprehensive discussion of information processing is beyond the scope of this report. However, as information processing
fundamentally depends on internal representations of information, message encoding and message decoding (discussed below)
can be thought of as subsets of information processing for the current purpose (Gazzaniga et al., 2002).

1

2

For simplicity, we will refer to this set of information processing orientations collectively as heuristic-based processing.

Heuristics are often studied and understood within the context of judgment and decision-making (Gilovich & Griffin, 2010). Here,
we explore their application to the communication context, focusing only on the downstream cognitive biases that have the
potential to distort messaging.

3

For additional sources of distortion (e.g., communicators’ world views), see the full communication model developed for this
project. Contact Dr. Belinda Bragg (bbragg@nsiteam.com) for more information.
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Table 1: Categorization of Cognitive Biases Relevant to the Information Environment

Distortion of message upon ENCODING
Information
Search

Information
Presentation

Distortion of message upon DECODING
Information
Weighting

Information
Interpretation

Availability bias

Belief in a just world

Authority bias

Anchoring & adjustment bias

Confirmation bias

Curse of knowledge

Bandwagon effect

Backfire effect

Negativity bias*

Endowment effect

Base rate fallacy

Belief bias

Optimism bias*

False consensus effect

Focusing effect

Belief perseverance

Salience bias

Fundamental attribution error *

Framing effect*

Framing effect*

Hot-cold empathy gap

Hostile attribution bias*

Fundamental attribution error *

Hyperbolic discounting

Hot hand fallacy

Halo effect

Illusion of control

Ingroup-outgroup bias

Hostile attribution bias*

Illusory correlation*

Mere exposure effect

Identifiable victim effect

Naïve realism*

Negativity bias*

Illusory correlation*

Status quo bias

Optimism bias*

Illusory superiority

Ultimate attribution error*

Reactance

Naïve realism*

Reactive devaluation

Negativity bias*

Subjective validation

Pluralistic ignorance
Ultimate attribution error*
Zero sum bias

Note: * indicates a cognitive bias can emerge at multiple stages in the communication process, and is thus
assigned to more than one category. Bolded items are discussed in the body of this paper.

biases limit the accuracy and robustness of
communications meant to inform, as well as
impact how messages are received and decoded.
The resulting 38 types of cognitive bias are listed
in Table 1, categorized according to how and
when they affect information processing.5 For the
sake of brevity, we discuss a subset of these
biases in the following sections. Further
information about these biases, as well as those
not discussed, can be found in Appendix A.

Intentionality, Source, and the
Likelihood of Cognitive Bias
Cognitive bias can occur either intentionally or
unintentionally. This intentionality influences
where in the communication process message
distortion occurs—that is, upon encoding or
decoding. One way to examine this issue is to
explore the difference between communication
whose goal is to persuade (which may in some
cases intentionally aim to trigger cognitive biases)
and communication whose goal is to inform
(which should aim to avoid succumbing to

While several of these biases arguably may be assigned to multiple categories, we endeavor to categorize them based on where
they are most likely to be invoked, but allow for multiple assignments where necessary.
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In contrast, attempts to inform a recipient by
providing information that is both accurate and
reasonably complete (e.g., situation reports,
objective studies) may become derailed
unintentionally when the people constructing the
messages fail to recognize that their own biases
are distorting message encoding. Similarly, failed
(versus successful) attempts at persuasion may
also indicate that an unintentional encoding error
has occurred. In both cases (i.e., attempts to
inform and failed attempts at persuasion),
cognitive bias in the sender can affect the search

Information
Interpretation

Factors that increase
likelihood of bias

Information
Weighting

Table 2: Factors Increasing the Likelihood of Cognitive Biases
and Their Effect on Information Processing
Information
Presentation

Attempts to persuade or change the attitudes
and/or behaviors of a recipient often employ
messages that are designed to disrupt how
recipients weigh or interpret information. This
might be accomplished by focusing on only one
side of a story rather than equally and objectively
presenting both sides. This type of persuasive
communication (e.g., propaganda, advertising,
information operations,6 and “fake news”) puts
forward a specific narrative to encourage the
perception or outcome desired by the sender,
rather than leaving the recipient to more freely
weigh and interpret available information. In this
situation, it is important to note that intention is
related to the accuracy of message encoding. If
someone crafts a message to intentionally trigger
a cognitive bias and achieves that outcome, no
encoding error has occurred. Instead, the sender
has achieved his or her goal (in this case,
successful persuasion) if cognitive bias is
triggered in the recipients upon message
decoding (see Figure 1 above).

for and presentation of information,
unintentionally distorting the encoding of the
message that they send.

Information
Search

cognitive biases but may nonetheless do so
unintentionally).

Time pressure
Conflicting information
Too much information
Unknown unknowns
Uncertainty
Distracted
Less invested in issue
Strong emotion
Limited cognitive resources
Preconceptions
Worldview
Mental or physical fatigue
Threat to self or group
Low “need for cognition”
(do not enjoy thinking)

Note: Shaded cells indicate that a given factor can distort
that aspect of information processing.

Certain features of the communicator and of the
information environment may contribute to
heuristic-based processing (see Background
section above), making cognitive biases more
likely to occur in either encoding or decoding
(e.g., Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Fiske & Taylor, 1991;
Gilbert et al., 1988; Peer & Gamliel, 2012; Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986). Table 2 presents some of the
more common factors, indicating which aspect of

We adopt the definition of “information operations” utilized in JP3-13: “The integrated employment, during military operations,
of information-related capabilities in concert with other lines of operation to influence, disrupt, corrupt, or usurp the decision
making of adversaries and potential adversaries while protecting our own.”
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information processing (i.e., information search,
presentation, weighting, or interpretation) they
can affect. As the table shows, it can be difficult
to avoid falling into cognitive bias traps given the
prevalence of many of these environmental
factors and the pervasiveness of their effects on
information processing. However, developing a
solid understanding of the potential biases and
their effects provides a good starting point from
which to counter them. We explore this topic in
greater detail in the sections below.

Cognitive Biases That Influence
Message Encoding by the Sender
Cognitive bias can distort how messages are
encoded in one of two ways. It can affect the
sender’s information search, resulting in
restrictions on the search for and selection of
information, or it can affect information
presentation, distorting how information is
construed and subsequently presented. The
effects of individual cognitive biases will,
moreover, be compounded if they occur together
with others.

conjunction with salience bias—the tendency for
people to focus on more prominent information
to the exclusion of other potentially relevant
information (e.g., thinking about the story of
greatest relevance to them rather than the full
set of topics presented in recent news coverage).
Similarly, one can imagine how a situation report
intended to deliver actionable information on
local road closures could be distorted if the
person constructing the report primarily relied on
information that was easily accessible or most
frequently reported. The unfortunate result
would be that the decision-maker receiving the
report would unknowingly be steered toward
making a decision based on incomplete
information (and thus, biased communication).
Other examples of biases that can affect
information search in ways especially relevant to
operations in the information environment (OIE)
are:
•

Distorting the Search for Information
The tendency for people to seek out information
that comes readily to mind when making
judgments about the frequency or probability of
future events is known as the availability bias.
This common bias can distort the search for
information by constraining the range of inputs
used, decreasing the effectiveness of a given
message. For example, when asked about which
issues are most important in the United States,
people often respond by indicating those that
have received recent media coverage (and thus
are easily recalled), rather than thinking deeply
about the broader range of potential issues and
selecting from that set of possibilities. Availability
bias may be compounded if it occurs in

•

Confirmation bias: people search for, and
focus on, information or evidence that
supports a pre-existing belief, and give this
evidence
greater
credence
than
information that would disconfirm their
belief.
Negativity bias: a person’s psychological
state is more strongly impacted by
negative rather than positive information.
As such, he or she may more readily notice
and recall negative events, outcomes, or
feelings.

Distorting the Presentation of Information
The curse of knowledge is a cognitive bias that
describes the tendency for better-informed
people to find it difficult or impossible to think
about a situation from the perspective of
someone who is not privy to the same
information or knowledge. It is a bias that can
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significantly affect how the knowledgeable
person frames a message (i.e., what the
communicator chooses to emphasize). Lacking
the ability to appreciate what others know, as
well as their level of understanding of the topic at
hand, can easily derail a message; this results
from a failure to include information upon
message encoding that is necessary for the
recipient to unambiguously decode it as it was
intended. An infamous example of military
miscommunication, the Charge of the Light
Brigade during the Crimean War, may be partially
explained by the curse of knowledge (Pinker,
2014). The British commander in Crimea, Lord
Raglan, undoubtedly thought that his order to
“advance rapidly to the front—follow the enemy
and try to prevent the enemy from carrying away
the guns” was clear. The order was, however,
ambiguous in light of the known situation on the
ground. This left the order up to interpretation
both by the recipient (Lord Lucan, the cavalry
commander) and the intermediary (Captain Louis
Nolan) who delivered the message—resulting in
a disastrous frontal assault against the wrong
artillery battery (BBC HistoryExtra, 2018).
Other examples of biases that can affect
information presentation in ways especially
relevant to OIE are:
•

•

Optimism bias: people underestimate the
probability of adverse or catastrophic
outcomes, which can result in inadequate
contingency
planning
and
taking
unnecessary risks.
Naïve realism: people naively believe that
they see the world objectively and without
any bias. This leads them to believe that
“rational people” will agree with their
perception of the world, and that those who
do not agree with them are irrational,
uninformed, or biased.

Implications of Message Encoding
Biases for Operators and Planners
In order to minimize the effects of cognitive
biases on message encoding, it is critical for
operators and planners to recognize these biases
as well as the triggers that cause them (see
Appendix A for additional information). This is
true both for crafting communication that is
intended
to
persuade
and
crafting
communication that is intended to objectively
inform. The potential for message distortion
resulting from the cognitive bias of the sender
can be minimized by training operators and
planners to recognize and avoid biases, along
with red teaming and peer review of intended
communication (e.g., individual messages,
reports) that should similarly help to identify and
mitigate bias. Potential messages can also be pretested with a sample audience and revised based
on the feedback that is received.
It is also important to establish the knowledge
level of message recipients before crafting a
message. If this is not possible, the message
sender should assume the recipient has minimal
knowledge of the topic, and craft the message to
be as descriptive and specific as possible. In
crafting the message, the sender should also
keep in mind whether he or she is trying to
engage the recipient’s deliberative logical
reasoning (harder task) or heuristic-based
processing (easier task) (see Background section
above).

Cognitive Biases That Influence
Message Decoding by the Recipient
Even when a message is encoded and
transmitted as intended, cognitive bias can affect
how messages intended either to persuade or
inform are decoded. This creates one of two
kinds of distortion. The first affects information
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weighting, influencing the relative emphasis that
is placed on different aspects of incoming
information. The second affects information
interpretation, influencing how incoming
information is understood. Once again, the
effects of individual cognitive biases will be
compounded if they occur together with others.

Distorting the Weighting of Information
The focusing effect,7 which causes the message
recipient to place too much emphasis on one
aspect of an event or issue, while neglecting
other potentially important information, is a clear
example of distortion of information weighting
(Brickman et al., 1978; Gilovich et al., 2019;
Kahneman et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2000). The
focusing effect may also be compounded if
combined with other weighting biases, such as
the bandwagon effect (the tendency to do or
believe things because many other people do or
believe the same). The focusing effect is
particularly likely to result in miscommunication
and inaccuracy in affective forecasting—or
judgments of how we will feel in the future
(Wilson et al., 2000). Policy initiatives, public
health appeals, and cooperation requests
provide ample opportunity for this bias. This
suggests that it may be a concern in how
messaging regarding US military engagement or
proposed cooperation will be decoded. Recently,
US adversaries seem to have purposefully
exploited the focusing effect. For example, China
has crafted a narrative positioning itself to
potential partners as a “no strings attached”
investor in their economies. Willing recipients of
such investment have, however, discovered that
it does in fact come with significant risks (AbiHabib, 2018, Baboi, 2019; DeAeth, 2018;

Dimitrov, 2019; Fernholz, 2018; Horowitz &
Alderman, 2017). It is possible that decisionmakers in those countries succumbed to the
focusing effect, thinking about the perceived
future benefits to such investment without fully
taking into account the potential pitfalls (or even
purposefully dismissing them, as a result of
additional cognitive biases).
Other examples of biases that can affect
information weighting in ways especially relevant
to OIE are:
• Authority bias: people assume that the
opinions of an authority (e.g., recognized
figures, leaders, or experts) are more
accurate, increasing the likelihood that a
message will be accepted.
• The mere exposure effect: occurs when
people come to like something more upon
repeated exposure to it, resulting in a
preference for familiar objects or people. In
fact, one of the most commonly used
metrics of effectiveness in advertising is
target ratings points (TRPs), which measure
the number of times a target audience is
exposed to a message.

Distorting the Interpretation of Information
The anchoring and adjustment bias occurs when
the first information a person encounters
provides an initial “anchor” that acts as a
benchmark against which other information is
evaluated. This bias affects the way in which
recipients interpret incoming information in a
wide range of daily situations—from salary
negotiation and real estate sales to medical
diagnoses and determining what constitutes a
“good deal” (Epley & Gilovich, 2006; Tversky &

This bias may be more likely to occur in Western versus Eastern cultures, as the West tends to place greater emphasis on contextindependent and analytic (vs. holistic) perceptual processes (Lam et al., 2005; Nisbett & Miyamoto, 2005).
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Kahneman, 1974). For example, initial reports
that conclude a situation is threatening may
shape how subsequent intelligence is
interpreted. If new information is discovered that
suggests the situation is not threatening, an
adjustment may be made to the assessment.
However, that adjustment may fall short of
where it would have been if the planner had
started with the newest information. The
anchoring and adjustment bias is particularly
likely to emerge in situations where assessment
requires frequent incorporation of new
information. For example, receiving a one-time
report that puts population support for
continued US military presence at 30% is likely to
be perceived as really low. However, if that same
figure (30%) follows a prior report that placed
support at 20%, then it is likely to be interpreted
as “good,” unless the analyst can uncouple the
new figure from the old.
Other examples of biases that can impact
information interpretation in ways especially
relevant to OIE are:
•

•

Hostile attribution bias: information from
certain actors is assumed to have hostile or
nefarious intent, and is therefore not
trusted. If the source is viewed in this way,
any messages from that source will likely
be viewed with a great deal of skepticism.
Belief perseverance: an audience continues
to hold on to previous beliefs and opinions
even after they have been corrected.
When faced with this bias, it may be very
difficult to change attitudes through
information operations (see footnote 5).

Distorting Both Information Weighting and
Information Interpretation
Sometimes one bias can do two things at once,
distorting both how recipients weigh incoming
information and how they interpret information.
This can be achieved intentionally by crafting
messages to highlight certain pieces of
information over others—for example, by
emphasizing the risks rather than the benefits of
a given choice (Nabi, 2003; Nelson et al., 1997;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Such framing has
been shown to have a powerful influence on
people’s decisions within multiple domains,
including negotiation, public goods allocation,
and voting (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984; Levin,
1987; Levin et al., 1985; Neale & Northcraft,
1986; Quattrone & Tversky, 1988). These framing
effects can also be leveraged by those seeking to
influence a population or government and shape
perception of world affairs. For example, framing
a conflict as a fight between good and evil creates
perceptions of right and wrong, and can shape
public support for specific policy actions against
the “evil” side (Brewer, 2006).8
Sometimes two biases can work together to
produce distortions in information weighting and
in information interpretation. Consider the
ingroup-outgroup bias, which influences people
to think in terms of rigid “us versus them”
categorization, treating ingroup members in a
preferential way. In this context, messages that
attempt to portray an outgroup’s rights may be
viewed with some skepticism. This bias may cooccur with related biases such as the ultimate

Framing effects themselves can dovetail with or invoke other biases. In this particular case, framing of the ingroup as the “good
side” would be likely to stimulate the biases discussed in the next paragraph.
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attribution error,9 which is the tendency for
people to interpret the negative behavior of
outgroup members as driven by character, and
their positive behavior as due to external or
circumstantial causes (Greenwald & Pettigrew,
2014; Pettigrew, 1979, 2001; Tajfel & Turner,
1986; Tajfel, 1982). The ultimate attribution error
can be leveraged for nefarious purposes by
justifying wide-scale action against, or
denigration of, a particular part of a population.
The classic example of this is the historic
mistreatment and vilification of the Jewish
people any time the majority or dominant group
needed a scapegoat.

Implications of Message Decoding
Biases for Operators and Planners
Understanding the biases that can occur during
message decoding can help operators and
planners reduce the likelihood of unintentionally
triggering misperceptions on the part of the
receiver that can lead to unintended
consequences, such as dispute escalation.
Understanding which biases are relevant and
present, as well as understanding how they
operate, can also be critical in “inoculating”
ourselves against the attempts of others to
communicate information in ways that exploit
vulnerabilities in our own decoding. Knowing
which biases are being leveraged also creates an
opportunity to counter the message in kind. For
example, if authority bias is being leveraged (e.g.,
through the use of an expert speaker), having
another recognized expert provide an alternative
viewpoint can help to neutralize the effect.
Knowledge of the biases being invoked might
similarly suggest a path to mitigation of adversary

competitive or gray zone actions. Arguably, it was
biases such as the ingroup-outgroup bias and
ultimate attribution error that Russia invoked in
its 2016 influence campaign on Facebook, which
used hot-button issues to further divide
American citizens (Frenkel & Benner, 2018; see
also Wong et al., 2020 for a related discussion on
China). For example, Russia’s Internet Research
Agency created pages focused on social issues
such as religion, policing, and especially race,
then crafted ads to sow discord and division
(Frenkel & Benner, 2018; Stewart, 2018). These
messages played upon the common human
tendency to think in terms of group membership
and give preference to the ingroup, while
providing ample fodder to encourage people to
attribute any differences in opinion or behavior
to the inherent “wickedness, immorality, or
stupidity” of the outgroup.
A solid understanding of the cognitive biases
discussed in the section above (and described in
Appendix A to facilitate familiarization) will assist
planners and operators in developing more
effective
strategies
for
persuasive
communication by reducing distortions in
message decoding. Leveraging heuristic-based
processing and recognizing the cognitive
characteristics of human nature are basic parts of
campaigns designed to persuade. As long as
information is presented in a truthful and ethical
manner, understanding the effects of cognitive
biases can help to make information transmission
more impactful. Conversely, understanding the
extent to which our own understanding can be
manipulated can make us less vulnerable to
adversary manipulation and disinformation
campaigns.

Note that the ultimate attribution error can also be invoked during message encoding, which will affect how a sender frames his
or her message (e.g., engaging in the “blame and shame game” for perceived outsiders in the face of a negative event that—while
clearly caused by the outgroup—may have been inadvertent or atypical).
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Appendix A: Cognitive Bias Definitions and Sample References
Cognitive Bias

Definition

Anchoring and adjustment
heuristic

The tendency for people to rely on initial information “anchors” that influence
subsequent judgments and interpretations.1 2

Authority bias

The tendency to assume that the opinions of an authority figure are more accurate
(unrelated to their content), and subsequently be more influenced by these
opinions.3
The tendency for people to seek out information that comes readily to mind when
making judgments about the frequency or probability of future events.4

Availability heuristic
Backfire effect

The tendency for people to react to disconfirming evidence by strengthening their
prior beliefs.5 6 7 8 9 10

Bandwagon effect

The tendency for people to do or believe things because many others do or believe
the same (i.e., to “jump on the bandwagon”).11 12 13 14

Base rate fallacy
(aka base rate neglect)

The tendency for people to ignore relevant statistical information when making
assessments about the frequency or likelihood of events (i.e., ignore base rate
information).15 16 17 18
The tendency for people to accept or reject a conclusion based on how consistent it
is with their everyday knowledge or how “believable” that conclusion is.19 20 21 22 23

Belief bias
(aka continued influence
effect, Semmelweiss reflex)
Belief in a just world
Belief perseverance
Confirmation bias
Curse of knowledge
(aka mindblindness)
Endowment effect

The tendency for people to believe that the world is a fair and just place, where
other people get what they deserve in life.24 25
The tendency for people to continue believing previously learned (mis)information
even after their initial beliefs have been corrected, effectively rejecting any new or
contradictory information.26 27
The tendency for people to search for and focus on information or evidence that
supports a pre-existing belief or hypothesis, and give this evidence greater credence
than information that would disconfirm this belief.28 29
The tendency for better-informed people to find it difficult or impossible to think
about a situation from the perspective of someone who is not privy to the same
information or knowledge.30 31
The tendency of people to value things that they own (i.e., things that become part
of the person’s endowment) more positively than they would if they did not own
them.32 33 34
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False consensus effect

The tendency for people to overestimate how common their opinions are in the
general population and therefore the degree to which others agree with them.35

Focusing effect
(aka focalism)

The tendency for people to place too much emphasis on one aspect of an event or
issue, while neglecting other potentially important information.36 37 38

Framing effect

The tendency for our choices and judgments to be influenced by the way these
choices are presented using different ordering, wording, or situations.39 40 41 42

Fundamental attribution
error (aka correspondence
bias)

The tendency for people to overestimate the degree to which other people's
behavior is caused by internal or dispositional factors, and to underestimate the
degree to which situational or external factors play a role.43 44

Halo effect

The tendency for people to assume that attractive individuals have a range of other
positive qualities beyond their physical appearance.45 46

Hostile attribution bias

The tendency for people to interpret others' behaviors as being caused by hostile
intentions, even if the behaviors in question are benign or ambiguous.47

Hot-cold empathy gap

The tendency for people to underestimate the influence that their emotions have on
their decisions and behaviors, while overestimating the role of cognition.48 49

Hot hand fallacy

Identifiable victim effect
(aka compassion fade)

The tendency for people to see statistically unrelated (i.e., random sequences of)
events as being connected (such as a string of heads on multiple coin flips or making
several baskets or goals in a row), in turn believing that the streak or “hot hand” will
continue.50
The tendency for people to frequently prioritize near-term benefits over future
gains when making decisions.51 52 53
The tendency for people to be more moved by the vivid plight of a single individual
than they are by the less imaginable situations of a greater number of people. 54 55 56

Illusion of control
(aka illusory control)

The tendency for people to believe that they have control over random events or
events over which they are in actuality powerless.59 60 61

Illusory correlation

The tendency for people to perceive a relationship or correlation where none
actually exists, therefore assuming that two events or characteristics are related
when they are not.62
The tendency for most people to believe that they are above average on a wide
variety of personality, trait, and ability dimensions.63 64

Hyperbolic discounting

Illusory superiority
(aka Lake Wobegon effect,
better-than-average effect,
superiority bias)

57 58

Ingroup-outgroup bias
(aka ingroup favoritism,
ingroup bias,
intergroup bias)

The tendency for people to think in terms of rigid “us versus them” categorization
and treat ingroup members in a preferential way relative to outgroup members.65 66

Mere exposure effect
(aka familiarity principle)
Naïve realism

The tendency for people, upon repeated exposures to something, to come to like it
more, resulting in a preference for familiar objects or people.68 69
The tendency for people to believe that they see the world in an objective and
unbiased way (i.e., to see reality as it really is), that rational people will agree with
this perception of the world, and that those who do not agree are either irrational,
uninformed, or biased.70

67
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Negativity bias

The tendency for people’s psychological states to be more greatly influenced by
things of a negative nature than by things that are generally positive, even when the
negative and positive things are equal in number or proportion.71 72 73

Optimism bias
(aka unrealistic optimism,
positive outcome bias)

The tendency for people to overestimate the likelihood that they will have favorable
future outcomes and to underestimate the likelihood that they will have
unfavorable future outcomes.74 75 76 77 78

Pluralistic ignorance

The tendency for people to misperceive a group norm when they observe others
acting at variance with their private beliefs out of a concern for the social
consequences, which increases the likelihood that perceivers themselves will engage
in the same behaviors, thereby reinforcing the erroneous group norm.79 80 81
The tendency for people to—when they feel that their freedom to engage in a
specific behavior is constrained—feel an unpleasant state of resistance, which they
can reduce by engaging in the prohibited behavior.82
The tendency for people to be more likely to devalue, and therefore reject, an idea
or proposal if it comes from an opposing group or perceived outgroup than when it
comes from an ingroup member or members.83 84 85
The tendency for people to focus on more prominent information, to the exclusion
of other potentially relevant information, creating a bias in favor of things that are
easily perceptible and vivid.86 87 88 89 90

Reactance
Reactive devaluation

Salience bias
(aka perceptual salience)

1
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Status quo bias

The tendency for people to prefer that things stay relatively the same, resulting in a
preference for the current or default choice relative to other alternatives.91 92 93

Subjective validation
(aka personal validation
effect, Barnum effect, Forer
effect)
Ultimate attribution error

The tendency for people to judge a statement or piece of information as being valid
if it is personally meaningful to them.94 95 96

Zero sum bias

The tendency for people to erroneously perceive a situation as being zero-sum (i.e.,
one where one person or side can gain only at the expense of another).98

The tendency for people to interpret the negative behavior of outgroup members as
being due to their character, and the positive behavior of outgroup members as
being due to external or circumstantial causes.97
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